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WHAT WE FOUND

We found that the Department has generally adopted policies, procedures, rules, and regulations prescribed by order 13526. However, we identified areas where the Department could improve certain classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations:

The Department must ensure its policies and practices are consistent with federal requirements.

Documents are not being received and reviewed timely for declassification or destruction. Our review of 61 classified documents found that 17 of them may have exceeded their declassification date and should have been referred for a declassification review. We found that a Department employee did not take action to request a mandatory declassification review of the documents that might have been inappropriately classified.

Derivative classification documents contained marking deficiencies. We reviewed 40 Department-generated classified documents and found that 15 derivatively generated documents reviewed had marking deficiencies that did not follow order 13526 requirements. These conditions occurred because the Office of Security neither (a) provided adequate biennial training on applying derivative classification markings nor (b) had guidance in place complying with order 13526.

Oversight and internal control processes need improvement.

Data reported in Security Manager were inaccurate. The Office of Security uses the Security Manager database to track and account for the entire Department’s classified information. However, for 14 of the 61 documents, we found that the data reported in Security Manager were inaccurate.

Poor inventory practices contributed to inaccurate information. The Office of Security requires that offices maintaining classified information conduct an annual inventory and review of their classified holdings. However, we found that the offices who conducted the inventories could not provide evidence that they performed the inventory as required—and that the approaches these offices used in conducting the reviews were inconsistent.

WHAT WE RECOMMEND

We recommend that the Director, Office of Security:

1. ensure that the document custodian take action to finalize the disposition of the three documents identified with expired declassification dates;
2. require container custodians to be responsible for the classified documents in the container(s) they control;
3. amend the Security Manual to align with the language in Executive Order 13526 regarding markings on derivatively classified documents, as well as update biennial training on classification markings for derivatively generated documents;
4. improve the process for entering accurate data into Security Manager and develop guidance addressing the processes to be followed for annual classified information inventory reviews; and
5. incorporate any relevant changes made as a result of recommendations in this report as part of the Office of Security’s annual reviews of the Department’s classified information.